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synagogues instead, to pray and to read from the Scriptures,
so that the whole course might unite at least in spirit with,
what wras taking place at the Temple itself. Hence it was only
a small fraction of each maamad that actually took part in
the Temple rites.
The personnel of the Temple x was composed of (1) digni-
taries, that is to say the High Priest (kohen haggadol), the
Captain of the Temple (segan) who commanded the armed guard
which performed police duties and if necessary defended the
Temple against attack ; his inferior officers, called seganim
(probably corresponding to the aiqarriyol of Luke xxii. 4);
and the heads of the twenty-four courses ; (2) priests and
Levitts; (3) treasurers (gizbarim, Greek ya&yvhaxeg), all those
officials concerned with general administration, with the com-
missariat, and with various kinds of equipment, offerings and
treasures ; (4) porters to open and shut the gates at the proper
times and prevent Gentiles (goyim) from entering, and police
agents ; (5) special functionaries who prepared for the daily
public services, and (6) musicians (mesorerirn = yicdftcpdol,
leQoydfaai) v/u,vq>dot)9 who were mainly drawn from three Levitical
families. They were very numerous, and were also divided
into twenty-four courses.2
The organization of the Temple was thus a complicated
business and even its ordinary routine involved the co-opera-
tion of a host of men specially dedicated to the service of
Jahweh. The duties of a Temple servant may have lacked
variety 3 by reason of constant repetition, but they were both
absorbing and important—and were so considered by the whole
Jewish community. No provision was made for the teaching
of the Law in all these ritual activities, but although the Temple
did not teach, it set an example of rigorous exactness in all
that concerned the cult, and its leaders, with the support of
the Sanhedrin, did everything in their power to ensure the
obedience of Israel to the prescriptions of Jahweh.
The central event in the life of the Temple was the daily
sacrifice on behalf of the people, which was publicly offered to
Jahweh morning and evening. It was accompanied by a
lengthy and imposing ceremonial, following a detailed ritual,
and wras accompanied by many private sacrifices. Our infor-
1	LXXV, ii, 262 ff.
2	EB, art* Temple Service, §§ 35 and 36.
3	I am speaking only of their duties in the Temple.    Apart from their
weeks of service, they could choose whatever employment they liked,
provided it was honourable.   Many of them were merchants.    Cf. CCL,
i, 82.

